Pupil Premium Strategy 2019-2020
Pupil Premium funding received by Meadow Park School this year will focus on addressing the inequalities between
disadvantaged pupils and their peers. The premium was introduced in April 2011 and is allocated for pupils who have
registered for free school meals in the last 6 years, Looked After Children and children of service personnel. Nationally,
these pupils achieve significantly below their peers on all key indicators.

Summary Information
Date of most recent pupil premium review: September Date of next pupil premium review: July 2020
2019
Total number of pupils on roll: 130
Primary: 14 Secondary: 116
Total number of pupils on roll eligible for pupil premium: 82
Primary: 10 Secondary: 72
10 Primary Pupils are eligible for PP at a rate of £1,320
10 x £1,320 = £13,200
65 Secondary Pupils are eligible for PP at a rate of £935
65 x £935 = £60,775
2 Post CLA Secondary Pupils are eligible for PP at a rate of £2300
2 x £2300 = £4,600
5 CLA Secondary Pupils in total received £3885
£3885
Overall Pupil Premium Received = £82, 460

Focus Area
Literacy

Summary of Strategy
Literacy screening and
intervention.
Lead teacher training costs.

Rationale

Outcome/Evaluation

Following assessment some
students are identified as having a
range of Cognition and Learning
Difficulties.

The trained teacher is now
undertaking the formal training
required to screen students.
Since beginning the course, the
teacher has worked closely with

The PGCert SpLD Dyslexia will
enable the trained teacher to
identify students’ specific learning
difficulties and create childcentred and targeted strategies
and interventions ensure
consistent, specialised support to
fill gaps in knowledge and support
additional needs. Specialist
teacher to support others in
developing good practice.
Broadening
the
curriculum

Personal development –Jazz
project

Educational
Visits

Engagement of all pupils in
enrichment activities

colleagues delivering training
and advice to develop Dyslexia
friendly classroom practice and
strategies. They have begun to
formally screen some students
identified as having Dyslexic
tendencies and have provided
intervention packages for class
teachers.

Students have begun to
collaborate on ideas for projects
and have discussed how they
will engage with the school and
wider community to complete
them. Planning is now in place
to begin the Jazz programme in
September and outcomes will
be monitored in line with the
broader curriculum and
personal development
assessments.
To ensure all children have a sense As a result of COVID-19
implications there is no accurate
of enjoyment and fascination in
learning about themselves, others data to measure the impact of
the Pupil Premium funding has
and the world around them and
had on Educational Visits
have a willingness to reflect on
their experiences.
The Jazz Project will support
students to participate in a range
of educational activities; that
enhance life skills and enrich
social skills.

They can use a range of social
skills in different contexts, for
example working and socialising
with other pupils, including those
from different religious, ethnic and
socio-economic backgrounds.
Students will develop and
demonstrate skills and attitudes
that will allow them to participate
fully and contribute positively to
life in modern Britain and have a
full understanding and
appreciation of the wide range of
cultural influences that have
shaped their own heritage and
that of others.
Alternative
Provision

Engage all learners through a
suitable curriculum.

General Well Free Breakfast Club and
Being
healthy snacks
Uniform

Access to mentors and
therapists

As a result of COVID-19
implications there is no accurate
data to measure the impact of
the Pupil Premium Funding has
had on Alternative Provision.
As a result of COVID-19
Students are afforded a positive
implications there is no accurate
start to the day.
data to measure the impact of
To ensure all pupils feel part of the the Pupil Premium funding has
school community allowing them had on General Well-being.
to fully access the school
curriculum.
To create a suitable and safe
environment that will meet pupils
academic/vocational/technical
needs.

Build pupil resilience and
confidence to keep themselves

physically and mentally healthy.

Enrichment
Clubs

A variety of enrichment
opportunities to meet the
pupils needs.

Improve social engagement,
develop and strengthen
relationships to create a
respectable environment and
team ethos. Pupils at key stage 4
will be given the opportunity to
access revision clubs in
preparation for end of key stage
examinations.

As a result of COVID-19
implications there is no accurate
data to measure the impact of
the Pupil Premium funding has
had on Enrichment Clubs.

Sports Premium Allocation- £ 13,000

Enhanced
level of
resources for
PE

The impact of the primary PE
and sports funding has been
significant on the Meadow
Park School community. It has
helped to ensure that our PE
curriculum is varied, exciting
and accessible to all learners.
Extensive range of equipment
purchased

Pupils have a broader curriculum,
enabling them to experience a
wider range of sporting activities.

A more inclusive curriculum
which inspires and engages all
pupils.
More confident and
competent staff.
Enhanced quality of teaching
and learning.
Opportunities for improved
health and fitness for SEND

pupil Inclusive planning
scheme implemented and
followed.

Inter School
Events

Entrance Fees and transport

Students represent the school in
sports event with other schools off
site, developing leadership and
teamwork skills.

As a result of COVID-19
implications there is no
accurate data to measure the
impact of the Pupil Premium
Funding has had on Inter
School Events.

Year 7 Catch Up Funding Allocation- £ 406

Classroom
Support

Contribution to 1 extra
teaching assistants in kS3

Increase levels of support for
vulnerable students to close the
gap on age related expectations.

As a result of COVID-19
implications there is no
accurate data to measure the
impact of the Pupil Premium
Funding has had on Classroom
Support.

